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ABSTRACT
Thermal diffusion, or Soret diffusion, has been suggested
mechanism

as an overlooked

for mass transfer in a variety of geological environments.

when experimental
component

However,

data are available, the mass transport of a chemical

in response to a thermal gradient (that is, the Soret effect) is usually

found to be insignificant
as fluid convection

in comparison

or isothermal

to other mass transfer processes,

diffusion.

Nonetheless,

such

the thermal diffusion

process is the primary and critical driving force for the migration of fluid
inclusions

in rocksalt deposits.

Soret rate constants

A detailed evaluation

of the magnitude

of the

is critical in modeling the migration of fluid inclusions

thermal gradient associated

with a radioactive waste repository.

up the

Thermal

diffusion may lead to the eventual corrosion of waste canisters and the leaching
of radioisotopes
contaminants

from the waste forms, resulting in the introduction

into the environment.

Several analytical
fundamental

models provide approximations

partial differential

to the exact solution of the

equation which describes the thermal diffusion

process in a finite cell with fixed boundary temperatures.
difference

of these

numerical

An implicit central

model indicates that the time dependency

of an evolving

thermal profile towards its linear steady state profile may introduce a reversal in
the usual Soret signature of a chemical system.

These transient effects are

small and occur during the very early stages of the process when the nonlinear
temperature

profile is most extreme.

steady state compositional

All of the models predict an eventual

profile that is linear across the length of the cell and

results when the mass flux of thermal diffusion equals the opposing flux
associated

with isothermal

An experimental
examining

diffusion.

conductimetric

technique

provides a unique method for

the thermal diffusion process for aqueous NaCl solutions.

of half-cell solution conductance,

for a Soret Cell with an externally

thermal gradient, is monitored as a function of time. Soret coefficients
isothermal
determined

diffusion coefficients

The ratio
imposed
and

for the NaCl solutions are simultaneously

based upon the best fit of the models to the observed conductance

(concentration)

ratios.

Soret coefficients

at mean temperatures

ii

of 40”C and

50”C and at thermal gradients of 10“/cm and 200/cm were determined.
Soret coefficients

range from 1.05 /deg to 2.50 /deg at 40”C and from 2.05 /deg

to 4.20 /deg at 50”C for NaCl solution concentrations
Soret coefficients

appear to be independent

diffusion coefficients.

of 0.1 N to 1.0 N. The

of the magnitude of the thermal

gradient, and not a strong function of temperature
isothermal

The

as normally observed for
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Thermal diffusion processes

can be identified as the mass transport

a system to a gradient in temperature.
is far from being so simply understood.
perspectives,

Although simply stated, thermal diffusion
Both in theoretical

thermal diffusion studies are complicated

and experimental

by the lack of a suitable

atomic theory and by the limited nature of its effect in experimental
Although thermal diffusion effects may result in large-scale
little is known of the magnitude,

evaluate the phenomena.

by researchers

recent research on this

in their attempt to understand

with thermal diffusion, while Clusius-Dickel

effects describe more complicated

term “Soret diffusion” will occasionally

“thermal diffusion”

and

Terms such as Soret diffusion, Ludwig effect, and

are synonymous

thermogravitational
The often-used

(below),

process has been burdened by the equally complicated
introduced

thermodiffusion

phenomena

In addition to the complicated

nature of thermal diffusion processes themselves,
nomenclature

observation.

or for that matter, the sign of the standard

thermal diffusion rate terms (Soret coefficients).
physiochemical

response of

mass transfer processes.
be interchanged

with

in this paper.

Thermal diffusion processes

have been discussed in a wide range of

applications

Although the most immediate concern is for

in recent years.

understanding

and

the mass transport associated with the isolation of radioactive

waste, thermal diffusion has been analyzed for a variety of other applications.
Costeseque

(1985) has examined thermal diffusion as it affects the

concentration

of brines associated with evolving geothermal

Dickey (1966, 1969) and Bischoff and Rosenbauer
thermal effect to be a possible mechanism
selected subsurface
examined

waters.

systems.

Similarly,

(1989) have suggested

in enhancing

Thermal diffusion processes

this

brine compositions

of

have also been

(Schott, 1983; Carrigan and Cygan, 1986) for the case of evolving

magmatic systems.

Longhurst (1985) discusses the role of thermal diffusion in

transport of isotopes associated

with a fusion reactor, while Rothmeyer

analyzes its role in enhancing the efficiency of solar ponds.

Although

(1980)
not limited

to gas and liquid phases, recent materials studies (Ghadekar and Deshmukh,
1982; Reuther, 1984; Wada et a/., 1985) have examined thermal diffusion effects
in solids.

Historically,

though, the most intense research (for example, Jones

and Furry, 1946) was devoted to the examination

1

of thermal diffusion of gases

for the enrichment
Manhattan

of uranium isotopes to be used for nuclear weapons in the

Project.

Recent theoretical

studies of nuclear waste repositories

have concentrated

on

the coupling of heat flow, stress, mass transport, and chemical reaction (Krause
and Loken, 1981; Tsang eta/., 1983; Carnahan,

1984).

However, estimates of

thermal diffusion effects have been largely speculative.
Thornton

(1982) and Thornton and Seyfried (1983) were able to experimentally

derive Soret coefficients
transport

Recently, Seyfried and

for fluids associated with seabed sediments.

induced by the applied temperature

Although

gradients was limited, these

studies were the first to evaluate high temperature

data for radioactive

waste

applications.
For the analysis of radioactive
base of Soret data exists.

waste in rocksalt repositories,

no suitable data

Most of the original experimental

restricted to low temperatures

studies were

and solutions of low ionic strength (for example,

Agar, 1960; Agar and Turner, 1960). Jenks (1979) and Jenks and Claiborne
(1981 ) discuss the significance
implications

of thermal gradients in salt and the related

for disposal of nuclear wastes.

rocksalt repositories,
fluid inclusion

One of the primary concerns

primarily for bedded rocksalt formations,

fluid inclusions

photomicrographs

data for the behavior of

in response to a thermal gradient.

Figure 1 provides

of one of their migrating inclusions under conditions

at a waste repository.
temperature

is the effect of

migration (Chou, 1982a; Olander et a/., 1982; Pigford, 1982).

Roedder and Belkin (1980) have provided experimental
brine-filled

in the

Normally, these fluid inclusions

expected

migrate up the

gradient as NaCl is dissolved at the hot end and reprecipitated

the cold end. Thermal diffusion provides the mechanism
across the static fluid of the inclusion.
Olander et a/., 1982) emphasize

Theoretical

at

for mass transport

analyses (Chou, 1982a;

the role of temperature,

fluid inclusion size in the migration of the brine inclusions.

thermal gradient, and
However, the most

unknown critical factor in such analysis is that of the Soret coefficient.

Figures 2

and 3 provide the results of Chou (1982b) in which inclusion migration limits are
given as a function of the Soret coefficient

m Figure 2 provides the evaluation

of

migration in an infinite halite crystal while Figure 3 denotes the case of inclusion
migration across a grain boundary and the effect of the additional
at the interface.

The expected conditions

2

for fluid inclusions

energy barrier

at the Waste

cd

Figure 1. Photomicrograph of fluid inclusion in rocksalt from Waste Isolation pilot piant, Carlsbad, New Mexico, before
(upper) and after (lower) heating with an imposed thermal gradient of 1.5°C/cm at 202°C for 156 hours. The arrows
denote the original boundav of the fluid inclusion. The scale bar represents a distance of 500 ym. From Roedder and
Belkin (1980).
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Figure 2. Threshold migration limits for fluid inclusion migration in an infinitely large halite crystal for a fluid imposition
of 2.41 m MgC12 as a function of Soret coefficient a, thermal gradient, and inclusion size. Expected renditions for the
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Figure 3. Threshold limits for fluid inclusion migration across grain boundaries h a polycrystallinehalite sample for a
fluid composition of 2.41 m MgC12 as a function of Soret coefficient a, thermal gradient, and inclusion size. Expected
conditions for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant are denoted. From Chou (1982b).

Isolation Pilot Plant at Carlsbad, New Mexico are denoted; however, much
higher transient temperature
environment

gradients can be expected in the very near-field

of the waste canisters.

The present study was initiated to examine the behavior of mass transport

in the

NaC1-H20 system as influenced by a thermal gradient.

of

By an examination

this particular chemical system, the results of this effort should contribute
evaluation

of the role of thermal diffusion processes

radioactive

wastes in an underground

in the isolation of

rocksalt repository.

An analysis is made

of the previous experimental

research and the suitability of these data for

application

of the waste repository.

to the conditions

experimental
applicable

determinations

temperatures

previous studies.
first presented

of Soret coefficients

The results of recent

in this system at more

are also presented and evaluated

A discussion

of the fundamental

along with a numerical evaluation

an

in light of these

phenomenological

theory is

of the thermal diffusion

response of aqueous solutions in a Soret cell. A review of previous
experimental

studies is presented

along with a detailed description

cells used in the present study and a discussion
The final section provides a discussion

of the experimental

of the Soret
method.

of the Soret results and their application.
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THEORY
A phenomenological

approach

has traditionally

diffusion processes.

Little understanding

been used to examine thermal

exists of the microscopic

chemical species under the influence of a temperature
experimental

behavior of

gradient, although recent

studies (Chanu, 1967; Yow et a/., 1977) have provided information

on the entropy of transfer and the structure of solutes in solution (Denbigh,
1952).

The following discussion

phenomenological

provides the basic rudiments of the

theory as originally developed

by Furry et a/. (1939) and

DeGroot (1947) and later extended by Agar (1960) and DeGroot and Mazur
(1962).

Excellent reviews and details for application

to liquids and aqueous

solutions are provided by Mizushina and Ito (1963) and Powers (1962).
The principal premise of irreversible thermodynamics
entropy production
system.

states that the rate of

must always be greater than zero for a nonequilibrium

This rate is related to the sum of the products of fluxes and forces.

flux J, for the transfer of a process component

The

(for example, mass or heat) is

given by:

J, = ~LliXj

(1)

I

Lil are the phenomenological
macroscopic
coefficient,
system.

coefficients

which can be related to the

rate terms (for example, thermal conductivity,
and Soret coefficient)

Onsager’s

and Xl are the considered

isothermal

diffusion

forces of the

reciprocal relations restrict Lll = L], for i = j. For the case of

thermal diffusion, the force terms are the gradients in chemical potential p and
temperature

T, that is:

x1=-VW

(2)

x,= -VT

(3)

The coupling of the mass and heat provides the following two flux relations:

7

J mass =-D~-DaC~
ax

(4)

ax

J heal =-D,CT~-K:

(5)

ax

where D is the isothermal

diffusion coefficient,

C is the concentration

chemical species, x is the usual one-dimensional
coefficient,

D~ is the Dufour coefficient,

conductivity.

The Soret coefficient

diffusion coefficient

and

K

coordinate,

of the

o is the Soret

is related to the thermal

is usually defined as the ratio of the thermal

D~ to the isothermal

diffusion coefficient:

o= D~/D

Note that these equations
mass or heat transfer.

(6)

assume the system to be static with no convective

Equations

(4) and (5) contain, respectively,

Fickian diffusion and heat flow terms as diagonal components.
coupling of forces, two off-diagonal

the familiar

However with the

terms are required to describe the total mass

or heat flux. The Dufour term describes the reciprocal process relative to
thermal diffusion and represents the transfer of heat associated
compositional

with a

gradient (Rastogi and Yadava, 1969; Mortimer and Eyring, 1980).

To consider the mass flux only of a thermal diffusion system, equation (4) can be
directly solved for steady state conditions.
isothermal

By setting equation

(4) to zero, the

diffusive flux is equal to the negative of the thermal diffusive flux, or:

ac . _Gcy
x
ax
Therefore,

at steady state the Soret coefficient

integrating

equation

(7)

can be easily obtained

(7) to give the following expression:

8

by

~.–— dlnC
dT

(8)

A plot of In C versus T will provide a curve with a slope equivalent to the Soret
coefficient.

In this case, thermal diffusion will separate, or fractionate,

component

to either end of the system, however, compositional

are created will tend to be homogenized

a

gradients which

by the isothermal diffusion process.

By

convention,

a is a positive value for transport down the thermal gradient; that is,

enrichment

of a chemical component

occurs at the cold end of the system.

result at steady state, assuming a linear temperature
compositional
Thornton

gradient.

gradient, is a linear

A steady state analysis was utilized by Seyfried and

(1982) and Thornton and Seyfried (1983) in their examination

fluids in sediments

The

where temperatures

of pore

across large reaction zones were

measured.

However, in the steady state case it is difficult to sort out all of the

contributing

effects which can alter the concentration

steady state, sometimes

distribution.

referred to as Soret equilibrium,

remixing through convective

processes.

Also, Soret

is often jeopardized

by

For such cases, it is important to

examine the evolution of the system toward the steady state condition.
In modeling the transient case, it is necessary to examine equation (4) in light of
the following continuity-of-mass

equation with t representing

time of the process:

ac = ——
aJ
at ax
Combining

(9)

these equations, the general time-dependent

partial differential

equation is obtained:

(lo)
If a linear temperature

gradient is imposed on the system, equation (1O) can be

simplified with the removal of one of its differential

9

cross terms to:

(11)

With appropriate

boundary conditions,

initially homogeneous

system, equation (11 ) can be readily solved (Bierlein,

1955; DeGroot and Mazur, 1962).
values) where only approximate
restrictions

However, there are limits (at small time

analytical solutions are available.

are imposed by assumptions

dependency
density).

usually zero mass flux, and with an

of the temperature

and compositional

of the necessary physical property terms (for example, solution

Korchinsky

and Emery (1967) and Tishchenko

(1984) discuss some of

the limits imposed by the analytical solutions to the non-steady
Graphical

In addition,

representations

state equations.

of the analytical solutions are presented

below for the

modeling of the Soret experiments.
In all of the analytical solutions, a common characteristic
attainment

results.

attainment

of 98?40of the steady state solution:

time of steady state

This time t,, is expressed by the following relationship

for the

(12)

The term a represents the length of the system.
steady state is inversely proportional

Interestingly,

to the isothermal

the time to reach

diffusion coefficient.

Nowhere else does the diffusion coefficient occur in the analytical

solutions

except in the time decay term.
Application

of the preceding theory to the thermal diffusion experiment

determination

of Soret coefficients

is discussed in the Results section.

because of the lack of a general model describing the experimental
process, a useful numerical

model was developed

The numerical solution is used to supplement
investigate
incorporates
diffusion

(Cygan and Carrigan,

scheme.

1992).

the analytical solutions and to

The model utilizes an implicit central difference
a Gauss elimination

However,

Soret

the effect of non-linear thermal profiles and inhomogeneous

compositions.

and the

initial

solver which

The one- dimensional

thermal

model provides a solution to equation (1O) for the case of an evolving

10

thermal field.

Figure 4pre~ents

theevolution

ofathermal

early stages of the thermal diffusion experiment
transferred

across the Soret cavity.

profile expected in the

as heat is conductively

The thermal conduction

model of Carslaw

and Jaeger (1959) was used employing fixed temperatures

at the boundaries

the system.

for the six time

The results of the corresponding

periods are presented
parameters

compositions

in Figure 5. Approximate

of

values for the transport

(Soret and isothermal diffusion coefficients)

of a 0.5 N NaCl solution

at 40”C were chosen for input in the model.
Most significant

in this numerical result is the initial early stage of the thermal

field evolution where large temperature

gradients occur at the cell margins.

This

results in a large flux of material near the margins, but which is restricted in
advancing

across the cell where the smaller temperature

result is a temporary

reversal of enrichment/depletion

a fixed linear temperature

profile.

gradients occur.

that would be expected for

The extent of the reversal as predicted by this

numerical model is beyond the sensitivity of the present experimental
Ultimately, the temperature
concentration

The

technique.

profile becomes linear (thermal steady state) and the

profile continues to evolve to its own linear steady state.

middle and late stages of this system (Figure 5) exhibit the compositional
for times leading to a steady state linear distribution

after 4 hours.

The
profile

This final

profile represents the solution to the steady state equation (equation (7)). Note
that the maximum extent of Soret fractionation

at steady state is very limited and

is only on the order of 3% of the original composition.
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Figure 4. Evolution of a temperature profile by thermal conduction for a 1 cm Soret cell with an isothermal initial state
and fixed boundary temperatures.
Analytical solution taken from Carslaw and Jaeger (1959).
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In order to experimentally
temperatures
chosen.

derive the values of Soret coefficients

and at high ionic strengths, a conductimetric

The experimental

at elevated

technique

was

design is based upon the original concept developed

by Chipman (1926) and extended by Agar and Turner (1960) for the
measurement
solutions.

of Soret and isothermal diffusion coefficients

The approach utilizes the measurement

solutions as a function of time.

Essentially,

of dilute electrolyte

of conductance

electrodes

change of

are positioned

at either

extreme of the so-called “Soret cell” with a common tap electrode wire
positioned

at the exact center of the cell. A thermal gradient is externally

imposed upon the cell such that the higher temperature
upper electrode
conductimetric

is maintained

at the

region in order to prevent thermal buoyancy convection.
technique

was successfully

This

used to measure other dilute

aqueous systems (Snowdon and Turner, 1960a, 1960b; Sagert and Breck, 1961)
and more concentrated
and Teixeira,

1982).

solutions (Price, 1961; Hawksworth

However, the most successful

utilized the conductimetric

technique

and Caldwell and Eide (1981).
strength approaching
examined

set of experiments

were completed

sea water compositions

which

by Caldwell (1973, 1974)

In these recent studies, electrolytes

as a function of temperature

0.73 kbar).

eta/., 1977; Lobo

of high ionic

(for example, 0.5 N NaCl) were

(0.5°C to 52”C) and pressure (1 atm to

Indeed, these are the only reported studies to have examined the

Soret process for concentrated

NaCl solutions at relatively high temperatures

and pressures.
Other experimental

approaches

include the interferometric,
interferometric

approach

potentiometric,

solutions

This Rayleigh interferometry

by Tanner (1927) in the original experimental

The

technique

was

work on organic

1951; Tanner, 1953;

1957; Narbekov and Usmanov, 1971; Dulieu, 1981) for a wide

range of compositions
approach

and direct sampling techniques.

and then modified by others (Thomaes,

Longsworth,

of Soret coefficients

depends upon the change of refractive index of a

solution with concentration.
incorporated

utilized in the determination

of aqueous and organic solutions.

The potentiometric

requires a chemical system which can generate an electrochemical

potential to be monitored as a function of time (Agar and Breck, 1957).

Yow et

a/. (1977), Yow and Lin (1983), and Petit et a/. (1986) have recently used this
14

technique

with nonisothermal

aqueous solutions.

conditions for deriving Soret data of dilute

The direct sampling technique

requires the hand sampling of

solution volumes during the evolution of the Soret process.
problem of solution perturbation
providing any meaningful

and vibration prevents this technique

from

results (1. M. Chou, pers. comm.).

Other indirect determinations
variety of nonisothermal

The obvious

of Soret coefficients

experimental

devices.

have been obtained through a

Thermodialysis

techniques

(Mita

eta/., 1982) examine electrolyte transport through a thin membrane.
Thermogravitational

cells (Carrigan and Cygan, 1986) combine Soret transport

with thermal buoyancy convection
Often referred to as Clusius-Dickel

for the separation

cells, these nonisothermal

been recently used to obtain Soret coefficients
1982)

and components,

composition

of solution components.
systems have

for NaCl solutions

(Gaeta et aL,

including sodium and chloride, of an idealized seawater

(Caldwell and Eide, 1985). Several of the difficulties

in deriving

Soret data from this last approach are discussed by Velarde eta/. (1982) and
Henry and Roux (1983).
provides agreement

Uncontrolled

convection

in the vertical columns seldom

of the derived Soret coefficients

with conventionally

measured values (Legros et a/., 1985; Henry et a/., 1987).

After reviewing the variety of experimental
method was recognized
present study.
measuring

at temperatures

of a conductimetric
to be additionally

The Soret cell assembly
two heat reservoirs.

approach for the

has proven itself to be very useful towards

a wide range of solution compositions

modification

the conductimetric

as an accurate and reproducible

This technique

Soret experiments
considered

techniques,

and can be used for executing

up to 70°C. The simplicity and ease of

Soret cell for automatic data acquisition

was

appealing.

(Figure 6) is comprised of a central cell held between

This choice of conductimetric

cell is an improvement

original cell design that was effected by thermal convection

on the

of the solution

(Cygan, 1985). The central cell was made out of a Plexiglas disc and is
characterized

by a 1 cm diameter by 1 cm long (0.785 ml volume) cavity (Figure

6). Two small-diameter
central cavity.

Threaded

channels leading from the edge of the disc intersect the
nylon screws fit the ends of the channels and allow for

access into the cavity for the filling solution as well as for the central platinum
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FROM
CIRCULATING
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provides a side view of the cylindrical solution cavity

wire electrode.

Platinum foil strips, serving as the outer electrodes,

cover the

Soret cavity and extend out beyond the edge of the disc. Silicone grease is
added to the edge of both sides of the cavity to ensure a tight seal. Mylar sheets
are placed upon each of the outer platinum electrodes to electrically

isolate the

Soret cell. This entire assembly is clamped between two isothermal temperature
reservoirs with aluminum disks acting as the heat sink material in contact with
the mylar insulation

(Figure 6). Type T (copper-constantan)

thermocouples

housed in sheaths drilled into the lower section of the aluminum disks.

were

The

assembly was placed upon a granite slab in order to minimize ambient vibrations
during the progress of the Soret run. Two precision constant temperature
circulators

(Haake model B81 ) controlling water temperature

connected

to the reservoirs.

A high-precision
kHz oscillating

impedance

analyzer (Hewlett-Packard

to 0.05°C are

model 4192A) set at a 1

electrical frequency was utilized for the measurement

cell conductance.

Usually, a low-voltage

the measurement

of the Soret

signal of 0.01 to 0.10 V was used in

in order to minimize any local solution heating and convection.

Only the real part of the sample admittance

(in siemens) was taken in the

measurement.

Because of the need to monitor two separate solution

conductance,

a multiplexer

relay/data acquisition

model 3497A) was incorporated.

control unit (Hewlett-Packard

All electrical leads and thermocouples

interfaced through a signal conditioning

panel (Data Translation

All of these units were controlled by a FORTRAN-77
11/23 computer (Digital Equipment Corporation).
standard IEEE (National Instruments
Translation)

were

model DT701 ).

algorithm run by an LSI

Interfacing was completed

by

GPIB 11V-1 IEEE) and D/A and ND (Data

devices.

The run procedure

entails filling the Soret cell with the desired solution by

syringe through the filling port. Slow filling of this cavity prevented

bubbles from

forming; however, it was often necessary to remove bubbles by manipulation
the cell and by applying suction with the syringe.

Once completed,

cavity was isolated by the threaded screws, and the circulating

the Soret

baths were

activated to bring the entire cell to a common low end temperature.

It was

necessary to loosen the filling port screw to allow for thermal expansion
solution during this heating period.

of

of the

The entire assembly was leveled using a

bubble level such that the Soret cell was in vertical alignment with the expected
17

hot end above the cold end. The three Soret cell electrodes were attached to
the signal conditioning
impedance

panel and the remainder of the electrical system.

The

analyzer was calibrated for open and short circuits at this time.

thermally equilibrated
circulator/reservoir

to a common temperature,

the temperature

was increased to an appropriate

the zero time of the experiment,
linear temperature

of the upper

run temperature

generate the desired thermal gradient across the solution.

in order to

This was considered

although there was a lag time necessary for the

gradient to form (see earlier discussion).

The computer program monitored the experiment
both upper and lower solution conductance

at this stage by measuring

(impedance)

at given time

increments.

Usually multiple readings were averaged for both conductance

temperature

measurements.

based upon previously
compositions.

Conductance

determined

was corrected for temperature

calibration

(The relative conductance

0.5, and 1.0 N solutions).

effects

temperature

derivatives

for NaCl
0.1,

All collected and reduced data were printed during

and then stored on magnetic disk for future data reduction.

Multiple Soret experiments
concentrations

and

curves for the selected solution

solutions are 0.0148 /deg, 0.0145 /deg, and 0.0143 /deg for, respectively,

real time execution

once

were completed for three relatively high

of NaC1-H20 solutions (0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 N NaCl).

were obtained at average temperatures
gradients of 10°C/cm and 20 °C/cm.

Soret data

of 40°C and 50°C and for temperature

These experiments

were run for up to seven

hours of duration so that the entire transient period of Soret evolution
to steady state could be obtained.

Normally, measurements

were made every

two to five minutes during this period to provide the necessary

18

leading up

resolution in time.

In order to extract the Soret diffusion coefficients
obtained during the experimental
utilized.

As the conductance

the evaluation

run, the analytical

data

model of Bierlein (1955) was

values were obtained for the two ends of the cells,

of the analytical

model for the endpoints of the cell was used.

The ratio of the hot zone concentration
equivalent

from the conductance

to that of the cold end (which is

to the mole fraction ratio for the solutions of interest) is:

c hot =
c m,,

l+@T---

40~T e-t/e
(13)

l-~aAT+~e-t/e

3C2

where:
(14)

AT is the temperature
concentration
positions.

difference between end plates of the cell while the

subscripts

denote the relative temperatures

of these end

Equation (13) assumes that the mole fraction of the component

much less than one (that is, the solution is relatively dilute).
plot of this relationship
approximate

Figure 7 provides a

along with the results of the numerical model and the

solution of DeGroot (1947).

linear temperature

is

gradient of 10“C/cm.

All of the models presented assume a
The agreement

of the Bierlein and

numerical models, except for very early times, supports the use of the former in
the modeling of the experimental

data.

By equating the ratio of solution conductance
direct comparison

of the model and experiment

allows for the simultaneous
coefficients
linearization

can be obtained.

values.

a

This approach

fitting of both the Soret and isothermal

for all experimental

It provides an improvement

diffusion
over the

required in the approach of Snowdon and Turner (1960a) and later

by Caldwell (1973).
coefficients

to the ratio of concentrations,

Excessively

high values of the isothermal

suggest a problem with convective

of the NaC1-H20 diffusion coefficients

diffusion

remixing of the solution.

Values

were taken from Harried and Owen (1958)
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Figure 7. Evolution of the ratio of end concentrations of a Soret cell as a function of time. Analytical solutions of
DeGroot (1947) and Bierlein (1955) are presented in addition to the numerical solution. The DeGroot model is an
approximate solution. The Bierlein model, although in agreement with the numerical model over most time, fails to
predict the initial condition of unit value for the concentration ratio. The extent of Soret separation is denoted by the final
steady state concentration ratio, whereas the isothermal diffusion term determines time to reach steady state.

and D. G. Miller (pers. comm.), the latter values for the high temperature

runs. It

was fairly common to obtain more than an order-of-magnitude

in these

values, however these runs were characterized
curves.

by fairly flat conductance

The difficulty in achieving an acceptable

by considerable

ratio

data set was usually generated

drift and variability of the impedance

analyzer during the course

of the run. The Soret data reported are only for experimental
repeated and had Soret coefficients

difference

runs which were

which were within 25% agreement

of each

other.
Figure 8 provides a typical plot of the conductance

ratio decay during the

evolution of the Soret cell solution towards a linear steady state.
for a 1 cm Soret cell with the end temperatures

The results are

maintained at 45°C and 35°C.

Multiple curves are presented for the model fits. Note that the numerical model
is utilized for the small time values.
coefficient

One estimate of the variability of the Soret

is provided by the additional models about the central curve.

predicted by the models, one expects an immediate,

high flux stage at the ends

of the Soret cell followed by a gradual approach to steady state.
predicts a steady state attainment time of approximately
which is mirrored in the measured conductance

The results for the successful
Soret coefficients

Soret experiments

Equation (12)

260 minutes (T= 40°C)

ratio decay.

are presented

in Table 1. The

are presented as functions of the three concentrations

solutions and the mean run temperature.

As

All but one experimental

of NaCl

run were

completed with a 10“C/cm thermal gradient; the exception being at 20 °C/cm.
discernible

difference within the estimated uncertainties

for the two different gradients (1.0 N NaCl at 40”C).
dependence

temperatures

have traditionally

with appropriate
assembly.

was noted for the results

Such thermal gradient

is difficult to examine based upon the present theoretical

and the adverse nature of experimentally
averaging

No

measuring the Soret effect.

models
Mean

been used in the analysis of thermal diffusion

of solution properties for the half-cells of the Soret

Even with a Soret coefficient independent

of the thermal gradient, it

is important to reiterate that the mass flux of material by thermal diffusion will be
proportional

to the magnitude of the thermal gradient.
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Figure 8. Results of a thermal diffusion run, for a 0.1 N NaCl solution at a mean temperature of 50”C and a thermal
gradient of 10°C/cm, in terms of the ratio of cell end concentrations as a function of time. The best fit to the experimental
data is provided by the central curve generated by the Bierlein model. Two dotted curves (numerical solutions)
demonstrate the evolution of the ratio for bracketed values of the Soret coefficient.

TABLE 1
SORET COEFFICIENTS (x 10-3 /deg)
10“C/cm Temperature

Gradient

Mean Temperature
40”C
50”C

Solution Concentration
0.1 N NaCl

2.00
2.50

3.45
4.20

0.5 N NaCl

1.25
1.40

2.05

1.80
1.0 N NaCl

1.05

1.65
1.90’

●Observed at 20°C/cm
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3.00
3.15
3.55
3.90

Figure 9 provides a plot of the temperature

dependence

for the results of the 0.5 N NaCl determinations

of the Soret coefficient

from this study along with the

best-fit curve of the reliable data from Caldwell (1973).

Note that the latter study

examined the thermal diffusion response of seawater for a wide range of
conditions

including near-freezing

temperatures

change in sign of the Soret coefficient.
the hot region at temperatures

in the magnitude

be considerably
reproducibility

a

NaCl will migrate from the cold region to

below 12°C. Trends in the data obtained from the

present study exhibit similar temperature
disagreement

and was able to determine

effects, although there is some

of the values between studies.

greater uncertainty

There appears to

present for this study based upon the

of the data.

Equation (6) defines the Soret coefficient as the ratio of the thermal and
isothermal

diffusion coefficients.

temperature

dependency

Assuming

both processes

have similar

as described by the usual Stokes-Einstein

its direct linear relation between the coefficient

and temperature

relation and

(Cussler,

1984),

one would not expect to observe any significant temperature

dependence

Soret coefficient.

behavior for either

However, deviations form Stokes-Einstein

process appear to be significant to create some positive dependency
observed

Soret coefficient

temperature,
that expected

with temperature.

the Soret coefficients
of isothermal

the higher temperatures
waste repository,

Nonetheless,

of the

for a given range of

will increase at a significantly

diffusion coefficients.

of the

lower rate than

Certainly for extrapolation

of the near-field environment

to

expected at a nuclear

Soret values would not increase by more than a factor of three.

Figure 10 combines the lower temperature

(approximately

25°C) data from

several studies (Agar and Turner, 1960; Snowdon and Turner, 1960a, 1960b;
Chanu, 1967) and the high temperature
research.

(40”C and 50°C) results of the present

The previous studies are represented

characterized

by a pronounced

by a general curve which is

minimum at approximately

This minimum is very much representative

0.5 N concentration.

of other electrolyte

aqueous salts

(Chanu, 1967; Leaist, 1990). The trend in the Soret values obtained in the
present study is similar to the general curve of these data. There is also a shift
of the data towards larger Soret coefficient
This type of concentration

dependency

values due to the temperature

effect.

is similar to that observed for isothermal
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diffusion coefficients

and the contribution

solute concentration

and activity.

of activity coefficients
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in describing

the

The experimental

results for the Soret coefficients

trend with NaCl concentration
behavior.

The temperature

are variable, but suggest a

that is consistent with electrolyte
dependence

solution

of the Soret coefficients

approximate

agreement

techniques.

In general, the Soret coefficient values are best interpreted

on the expansion

with previous measurements

is in

obtained using other
based

of the fluid inclusion migration fields that are presented

Figures 2 and 3. The high temperature
suggest an expansion

values for o at 1.0 N NaCl concentration

of the migration field to smaller inclusion sizes, which for

a single halite crystal at these conditions,
The corresponding

in

approach a dimension

fluid inclusion size for the polycrystalline

of one micron.

material, where

grain boundaries retard the migration, is approximately 10 microns.
Although the Soret results obtained in the present study provide additional
for high temperature

applications

in nuclear waste isolation, considerably

experimentation

and new equipment

at temperatures

greater than 80”C.

study is limited in that respect.

interactions

associated

such as convective

The experimental

approach

The almost immeasurable

migration,

utilized in this

nature of the thermal
suggests that this

(outside of fluid inclusion migration) in most rock-water
with a rocksalt nuclear waste repository.

fluid transport,

be orders-of-magnitude

more

design are required in order to obtain data

diffusion process for the brines as examined in the laboratory,
effect will be insignificant

data

Other effects,

pressure solution, and groundwater

flow, will

more important in evaluating the critical nature of brine

waste canister corrosion,

and the potential for leaching radioisotopes

from waste repositories.
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